Objectives for 8/23/2017 (Wed)

Be able to...

- Start and complete an assignment
- Use GDB to fix bugs
  - and know how to learn it further
- Write a program that prints characters

Take heed! ECE 264 != CS 159

We are using C99

(version of the C language standard)

CS 159 used C89.
What is PuTTY?
(or the ssh command)
on Mac/Linux

PuTTY

Where is my stuff? Your PC

- Your files are stored on ecgrid, not your computer.
- Your program will be running on ecgrid, not your computer.

WHAT ARE argv and argc (parameters to main(...) function)?

argv is the arguments passed to your program from bash as an array of strings. The name of your program is the first element in that array.

argc = 4 // size of argv (number of strings in the array)